Unrecognized Thought Leaders
Are Costing Your Company
By Deborah Huisken, PCC

When I was young, people used to ask me what do you want to be when you grow up?
I’ve done many things since then, from driving buses and rebuilding car engines to coaching
international, executive-level entrepreneurs and thought leaders. And I’ve come to believe
that the real question we want to be asking is, who are you, really?
For me, the ideal answer is I am fully, authentically me, making an impact in an arena I care
about. Such an easy thing to say. Yet so difficult to do, day to day, every day.
It is a truism identified and substantiated by people like Marcus Buckingham that we have to
do things incrementally, over and over again, to get truly good at them. In my experience, this
applies to the process we have to go through to get good at being fully, authentically, and
impactfully ourselves…

The Challenge of Unrecognized Thought Leaders
Throughout my career working with entrepreneurs and innovators, I’ve seen that being fully
authentic and impactful is what it takes to be an effective thought leader. Yet it is also true
that being fully authentic and impactful can be at odds with what feels comfortable to a large
group of people like a corporation or even a society.
If everyone was to go off in a different direction, there’d be chaos, so the outliers have to give
in and conform, right? And too often, it is the thought leader who is the outlier. Because
thought leaders typically don’t fit in. They usually are not like everyone else; they see the
world differently and make connections that others find baffling (see below).
So, huge pressure is typically brought to bear on them to “be like everybody else”. This can
lead to everything from a vague sense of frustration and discomfort to simmering resentment
to outright rage. Which, of course, serves no one, and can be hugely disruptive to all
involved.
This is even more damaging if they don’t recognize themselves as a thought leader, because
they then don’t understand why they are feeling pressure to begin with. And in my
experience, many thought leaders don’t recognize themselves as such, particularly in large
corporations…
While there is no either/or, yes/no to whether one is a thought leader, to follow are some
things I’ve observed in my work over the years with many of the kind of people I’m talking
about.
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The Costs
If you have unrecognized thought leaders on your team or in your organization, some of the
ways they may be costing you are by:
1. Being disruptive on the teams and in the departments they are needed in
2. Being unproductive, or sub-productive in completing assignments
3. Hiding out or keeping a low profile, to avoid conflict, but thereby also reducing their
effectiveness
4. Ultimately needing to be replaced, which given the statistics on what it costs to replace
an employee, can be substantial, particularly if they end up…
5. …Leaving to go to the competition, intent on doing your organization harm, and with
the wherewithal to do so. If that new organization is able to capitalize on their talents,
you have armed a powerful weapon against yourself
6. High-cost health issues, including addictions and burnout, due to the on-going
discomfort and stress of having to constantly “row upstream”, working against their
natural inclinations and strengths.
These people may even have been hired as star players, yet because their immediate bosses
and/or peers don’t understand how to recognize their value – may even feel threatened by
them or frustrated by the way they work – they may have gone into hiding.
The cost to them is of being:
1. Undermined, by bosses who don’t understand them or are jealous of their talents and
intent on not being upstaged, meaning your thought leaders are frustrated in fully using
their talents and abilities.
2. Overlooked, because those higher up the chain of command don’t share their vision,
so at best their talents lie fallow and under-utilized; at worst they have to stand by and
watch while problems they saw coming damage or even destroy the system or
organization they care about.
3. Actively harmed, by an organization that does not know how to identify and value
them, which can result in health issues including presenteeism, depression, or burnout.
It is heartbreaking to hear a committed, high-level employee in a Fortune 500 company say,
sadly and with intense frustration they wanted the best and brightest. They hired us, then
they didn’t know what to do with us. The speaker later ended up in therapy, trying to recover
from burnout.

A Solution
Because these folks are typically able to contribute original thinking and content, they are, in
some experts’ assessment, part of between 1 and 7% of the population (based on a Google
search on the 90/9/1 rule of internet community behavior). So of course they are going to be
outliers.
How much better would it be if such employees were empowered to be fully authentic and
impactful, valued for their contributions which are in full service to the organization or the
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society in which they operate? Everyone would be happier, as thought leaders become
highly-motivated, productive employees who can help solve some of the organization’s most
pressing conundrums.
This is the reason I help organizations to identify the unrecognized thought leaders on their
teams, to figure out what their highest and best use is, and to understand how to nurture and
develop them, for the good of all concerned.

How Do We Recognize Thought Leaders?
Thought leaders typically have the following characteristics.
1. Have ideas and see solutions
ahead of others; sometimes
months or years ahead.
2. Highly value autonomy, which
allows them to explore their own
unique awareness and perspective,
unpressured by the majority around them.
3. Are bemused when others laugh at or don’t understand ideas and solutions that seem
obvious to them.
4. Think – and see the world – differently than others. (This is not a choice; they are
hardwired this way). They may also be highly sensitive, which expands this capacity.
5. Have wide-ranging interests in apparently disparate arenas, which allows them to come
up with vibrant new cross-disciplinary connections and solutions.
6. Find it difficult to articulate what it is that they do that is useful to others, even if those
around them recognize their value despite perhaps struggling with their attitude.
7. Have a passion for their work, and do things differently than others, because it simply
makes more sense to them.(
8. Generally feel more comfortable operating alone, or with a small team working for
them, so they can give free range to their ideas without feeling constantly blocked or held
back. They are at their best when they don’t have too much oversight, and are not
expected to be one of many on a large team.
9. Are outliers, passionate when they get going, and typically very bright.

The Value to Your Company
Thought leaders will be among the best and brightest in your company. They will have the
capacity to solve challenging problems that others might not even see, much less know how
to handle. They will be able to help you prepare for the future, and when empowered, will be
able to inspire and lead teams of people to new heights.
If you can
- Acknowledge them and value their differences;
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- Put them on teams where they are empowered;
- Welcome and give them room to run with their ideas, yet not so much money, oversight, or
responsibility that they become paralyzed by overwhelm;
- Let them experiment and fail;
- Let them choose a team they want to lead or participate in, of a size with which they are
comfortable
they will generate ideas and solutions beyond your imagining. Not all will be great ideas, but
those that are can be highly lucrative. And in addition to more innovation – e.g. concrete
benefits and results – they will likely break down silos, as they tend to be cross-disciplinary.

How We Can Help
If you think you have unrecognized thought leaders in your organization, but aren’t sure how
best to tap their unique capabilities, here are some of the ways we work with them:
1. The ISPI™ (Innovation Strengths Preference Indicator®) assessment. This simple,
20-minute on-line test helps them (and you) understand where they fit on the innovation
spectrum between Bridger and Pioneer, where your company is at on the innovation
spectrum, and where there may be gaps. More information here.
2. YUIYB (Your Uniqueness Is Your Business) to help them understand what is unique
about them and how best to leverage that in the work they do.
3. Connect like minds. Perhaps of most value to hidden thought leaders is realizing that
they are not alone, and finding others who share their challenges, with whom to explore
solutions and new success strategies.
If you think you might have an unrecognized thought leader(s) on your team, or if you think
you might be one yourself, I’d be happy to speak with you. Because you – and the rest of us
– need the unique gift(s) thought leaders bring. There is simply too much that needs solving
in our world to let this sort of talent go to waste.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Deborah Huisken, PCC is a thinking partner to thought leaders,
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pride in helping individuals achieve career
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and life changes that have not only brought
One must embrace
the chaos within
them more money and more time, but also
to give birth to
more self-understanding, more selfa Dancing
expression, and therefore more satisfaction
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with themselves, their work, and their lives.
– Nietzsche
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